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Mário de Miranda Quintana (July 30, 1906 – May 5, 1994) 
a Brazilian writer and translator.



It is always about people
Books don’t change the world, people change the world, books only 

change people.

Irena Veisaitė Fira Bramson - Alpernienė Izraelis Lempertas



“IRENA Veiskaitė - life should be transparent 
(clear)” - book cover

Author’s and Heroine’s dedications



Another book 
about Irena

We had its presentation in our library with the author and the 
heroine - https://vilnius-jewish-public-library.com/en/

2016/03/01/susitikimas-su-yves-plasseraud-ir-prof-irena-
veisaite/ 

video recording - https://vilnius-jewish-public-library.com/
2016/03/01/susitikimas-su-yves-plasseraud-ir-prof-irena-

veisaite/
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Born on January 8, 1928 in Kaunas. In 
1934-1941 studied in Sholom 
Aleichem gymnasium in Kaunas. She 
lost her mother in Kaunas Ghetto.


In 1944 she was saved and rescued by 
Stefanija Ladigienė (wife of a 
Lithuanian army general) and lived in 
her apartment until Stefania’s arrest by 
the Soviets in March 14, 1946. Irena 
accepted her as her second mother 
and the arrest was another big trauma 
to her. In 1942 Irena graduated from 
Vilnius Salomėja Nėris Gymansium. 
Gymnasium always preserves its high 
prestige until now and is named after 
one of the best Lithuanian poets 
Salomėja Nėris.

In 1953 I. Veisaitė graduated from 
Moscow University getting her 
diploma what now would be an 
equivalent of Master’s degree in 
Germanic studies. In 1963 she got her 
Phd in Leningrad University on the 
poetry of Heinrich Heine. 


Irena Veisaitė



Irena with her mother Sofija Veisienė, 1938. Sofija was killed in July, 1941.



Sofija Ladigienė and General Kazys Ladiga

Irena’s second mother 
Sofija who took care of  
her as of  her own child. 

Until now Irena 
considers her as her 
second family. Sofija 

Ladigienė was arrested 
and deported by 

Soviets, she never came 
back.



Today she is one of  the most  celebrated 
intellectuals of  Lithuania.  

In 1990 she was one of the two founders of the Open 
Society Foundation. In 1993 she was the deputy chair of 
the OSF Board and in 1993-2000 Chair of the OSF Board. 
She has been the member of various international 
organizations and institutions, like - Open Society Institute 
in Budapest, United World College International Board 
https://www.uwc.org/board member and many others. 


She was awarded orders and medals, elected as the 
Tolerance Person of the Year by Sugihara Foundation and 
for all her life achievements in 2012 the Goethe Institute 
awarded her with Goethe Medal. 


Now the most recent “Bridge Builder’s” (“Frontier”) award 
was given by Poland’s Borderland Foundation on May 30. 
It is awarded to honor the work of today's "bridge 
builders" who break deep-rooted stereotypes and build 
bridges between nations and religions.


https://www.lrt.lt/naujienos/news-in-english/19/1065628/bridge-
building-award-for-lithuanian-professor-veisaite-in-poland
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Oral history interview with Irena Veisaite 
Oral History | Accession Number: 2004.738 | RG Number: RG-50.030.0505 

https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn518074

Irena Veisaite, born on January 9, 1928 in Kaunas, 
Lithuania, describes her family; the divorce of  her 
parents in 1938 and staying with her mother in Kaunas, 
where she attended a Yiddish school; not experiencing 
much antisemitism before the war; traveling to Berlin in 
1938 to be with her father and returning to Kaunas in 
1939; her plans to flee to Helsinki that failed because her 
flight was scheduled to leave on the day that the war 
started in Poland; staying in Kaunas with her mother 
and going under the control of  Soviet forces; losing her 
home; the German invasion on June 22, 1941; her 
mother’s arrest and murder; going to live with her aunt, 
who was her only surviving family member after several 
brutal massacres in her town; the negative Jewish 
stereotypes that arose in Lithuania because of  Nazi 
propaganda; moving into the ghetto with her aunt in late 
1941; the assistance that Lithuanians gave the Nazis in 
maintaining the ghetto; having to do forced labor until 
she became sick with dystrophy and had to stay home 
for six weeks; the organization of  cultural activities, like 
orchestra performances, in the ghetto; escaping from 
the ghetto and going into hiding with families and in a 
children’s home in Vilnius; her experiences with other 
people who have survived the camps or who went into 
hiding; and Lithuania’s role in the Holocaust. 

https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn518074
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Last week I visited her again  
for a nice talk and several 
more books to our library.  



Irena and Reglindis

Today being 91 Irena Veisaitė is carrying on 
her mission to witness and share her moral 
and ethnic standards. She understands it as 
her mission.


She is telling a story of her family and how 
she got to be a representative of two cultures 
(and even more). How she insists on truth and 
nothing else but truth and approaches it with 
the highest humanistic values and attitude. 


Few examples. Reglindis story. Recently she 
met Reglindis Rauca - http://
www.reglindisrauca.de/


Reglindis had a public meeting in our library - 
https://vilnius-jewish-public-library.com/
2017/09/29/susitikimas-su-reglindis-rauca-
vieno-didziausiu-naciu-nusikaltelio-anukes-
mintys-ir-jausmai/
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Out of  her rich personal library occupying the 
dominant part of  her nice apartment (in the same 
house where Romain Gary lived in the 20-ties the 
last century) the part related to Jewish topics is 
part by part being transported to our library after 
pleasant selection and sittings with Irena at the 
shelves of  her books and at a cup of  tea. List 

http://irenos%20veisaites


Irena Veisaitė Collection



Irena Veisaitė 
Collection



Irena Veisaitė Collection



Irena Veisaitė Collection



Fira Bramson - 
Alpernienė

December 18,1924-June 12, 2016 



Fira Bramson

Her life story is best reflected 
in her book “At the treasures 
of  Judaica” 



Fira Bramson

Also she is telling 
her story online - 
https://
www.youtube.co
m/watch?
v=oDvYPvm2D
Hs
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She belonged to a world of  20th century Jewish 
personalities, looming figures such as that of  

Shimon Dubnov, Max Weinreich and Tsemakh 
Shabad. She came from the famous Bramson 

family whose members have played a key role in 
Lithuanian Jewish and European Jewish life. 
The Bramsons were a center of  gravity to 

Jewish intellectuals in Kaunas before the war. 

https://www.lzb.lt/en/2016/06/13/fira-
bramson-alperniene-has-died/
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Fira Bramson Collection

Semion 
Finkelshtein 

donates part of  her 
library to Vilnius 

Jewish Public 
Library - https://

vilnius-jewish-
public-library.com/
tag/fira-bramson/
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Fira Bramson Collection
Cecile E. Kuznice in a review of  

David E. Fishman’s book “The Book 
Smuglers” about the “paper 

brigade” in Vilna Ghetto says:  
“As a young archivist at YIVO, I too 
was present as some of  these events 

unfolded. I remember Fira 
Bramson, who cataloged the Jewish 

finds in the Book Chamber in the 
1990s, addressing a YIVO staff  

meeting in her genuine Lithuanian 
Yiddish, bringing the first 

eyewitness account of  collections 
believed destroyed decades ago”.   

https://jewishreviewofbooks.com/
articles/3224/a-book-and-a-sword-

in-the-vilna-ghetto/?print 
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Fira Bramson Collection



















Izraelis 
Lempertas

1925 - 2012 

https://www.centropa.org/node/95024

Izraelis Lemperas

https://www.centropa.org/node/95024


Izraelis Lempertas

A historian, sociologist. 
During the 2nd WW 
withdrew to the Soviet 
Union, was drafted to the 
16th Lithuanian Division to 
fight Nazis. Graduated 
Physics faculty inVilnius  
University in 1951. Was 
invited and became an 
ideological worker on the 
side of  Marxism - Leninism.



Izraelis Lempertas
After Lithuanian Independence 
turned his sphere of  interest 
completely to the Jewish and 
Judaic topics. He admits that 
he came to realize the distorted 
reality during the Soviet period 
and he cheered the Lithuanian 
independence and freedom in 
1990 when he could dedicate 
himself  to really important 
activities for him.  I believe he 
would understand our today’s 
speaker Eugene Yelchin very 
well.



Izraelis Lempertas
I feel a shy to talk here about his life in the presence of  
his daughter in law Lara Lempert who knows way and 

way more than me and she remembers even “hot 
discussions with him”. I can wonder on what issues. 

Lara is stressing absence of  prejudice and pre-opinions 
ctuin her father in law. 

https://www.lzb.lt/2014/01/31/lietuvos-zydu-bendruomene-minejo-izraelio-lemperto-atminima-
susitikime-likimai/

Ilja, being pure intelleal historian as well,  remembers his discussions 
with father as well. He, unlike his father, he said, was reading Lenin in 
full and that gave him advantages when discussing with him.
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Izraelis Lempertas Collection

It arrived and keeps coming because of  Lara Lempert and 
her husband Ilja Lempertas



Izraelis Lempertas Collection
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Izraelis Lempertas Collection







Thank You!


